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THE OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY WERE TO--.(1) COMPARE
EDUCATIONAL GOALS OF RURAL YOUTH AND THEIR PARENTS AND (2)
DETERMINE THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE SIMILARITIES AND
DIFFERENCES TO SUCH FACTORS AS GEOGRAPHIC APEA, STATE, SEX,
LEVEL OF LIVING, RESIDENCE, FAMIL7 SIZE, AND CLUB MEMBERSHIP.
A SURVEY SAMPLE, SELECTED FROM AN EQUIPARTITIONED UNIVERSE
CHARACTERIZED BY RURAL RESIDENCE AND SCHOOL SIZE, INCLUDED
SIX NINTH -AND 10TH -GRADE CHILDREN FROM EACH OF 48 SUBGROUPS
IN KENTUCKY, NORTH CAROLINA, TENNESSEE, AND VIRGINIA.
QUESTIONNAIRES AND INTEREST INVENTORIES WERE ADMINISTERED.
BOYS PREFERRED OUTDOOR, MECHANICAL, COMPUTATIONAL,
SCIENTIFIC, AND PERSUASIVE ACTIVITIES, WHILE GIRLS PREFERRED
ARTISTIC, LITERARY, SOCIAL SERVICE, MUSICAL, AND CLERICAL
ACTIVITIES. MOTHERS ENCOURAGED CONTINUANCE OF EDUCATION MORE
STRONGLY THAN FATHERS. NO DIFFERENCES IN EDUCATIONAL AND
VOCATIONAL PLANS WERE FOUND OETWEEN MEMBERS AND NONMEM1ERS OF
4-H CLUBS, FUTURE HOMEMAKERS OF AMERICA, AND FUTURE FARMERS
OF AMERICA. YOUTH'S EDUCATIONAL EXPECTATIONS INCREASED IN
RELATION TO LEVEL OF LIVING BACKGROUND. (JM)
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EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL
r

GOALS OF RURAL YOUTH i

IN THE SOUTH 1

i

Introduction
The present day emphasis given the President's economic oppor-

tunities program reiaforces previous concern over the rural popu-
lation's educational and vocational aspirations and expectations.
The relationships between education, occupation, and level of living
have been amply established. That the educational goals of rural
youth are generally surpassed by those of urban youth is likewise
recognized.

For some time now several organizations available to rural youth
have incorporated into their prn,!rams units pertaining to careers.
These programs were designee In ,,nlighten rural youth in terms of
job opportunities and requiremeA.a. In 1961, objectives of the 4-H
program included as a longtime and annual county goal "have the
youth in the 16-20 year group improve their understanding of career
and employment requirements and opportunities" (6). In Future
Farmers of America and in Future Homemakers of America general
objectives are "to develop competent, aggressive, rural agricultural
leadership" and "to help individuals improve personal, fah.ily, and
community living," respectively (38, 27). Purposes also listed include
furthering interest in agriculture and home economics.

A concern for a better understanding of certain of the rural popu-
lation's educational and vocational goals and some factors possibly
related to then, goals led to the present study. The objectives of
this cooperative project were: (1) to describe similarities and differ-
ences in educational and vocational goals of rural youth and of
their parents for them; and (2) to determine the relationships of
the similarities and differences in these goals to such factors as
(a) geograp3-ic area; (b) state; (c) sex; (d) level of living; (e)
farm or nonfarm residence; (f) family size; and (g) membership in
certain rural youth organizations.1

Two reviews have recently summarized available research on edu-
cational and occupational goals of rural youth and their families (3,
15). The present account, therefcre, will discuss, first, studies as to
the age level of youth chosen for study, and then, in turn, available
findings on the other six independent variables of the present survey
affecting youths' expressed attitudes and aspiratkns and those of
:heir parents.

I See page 9 for definition of the variables employed in this study.
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Age r Ad the Choice Process
Evidence from earlier research has indicated that occupational in-

terest begins to stabilize in the ninth grade (35). There is support
also that many recisions having a bearing on college and occupational
plans are made several years prior to the senior year in high school,
as the young person chooses school subjects, activities, and friends
(30, 23, 31). The importance of gaining information from young
adolescents has been further emphasized through a study of rural
youth in Iowa in which it was found that boys and girls who wanted
to become farmers or farm wives made their decision early in high
school and then became less flexible about their choice than other
youths (5, 4).

State and Area within State
Considerable variability among economic regions and subregions

is usually attributed to the labor force as well as to ths availability of
jobs for new entrants to the labor force. Some rural areas provide
only subsistence farming and unskilled labor of a seasonal nature
whereas other areas have been found to be highly industrialized coun-
ties with a minimum of differences in terms of rural-urban aspira-
tional levels (37, 19).

In each of the states contributing to this study, agriculture has
shown a decline while industrialization has spread into those geo-
graphical locations affording adequate sources of raw materials, trans-
portation, or manpower. Manufacturers contributing to a rapid indus-
trial development in the southern area included here have been the
extractive, tobacco, food, pulp and paper, chemical, furniture, and
textile industries. It should be pointed out that agriculture, none the
less, still remains a major element in the economy of many sections of
the Southern Appalachian area.

The distinct, difference which area within a state may make in
occupational planning is illustrated in the work of Schwarzweller (33)
in studying young men who did and did not leave poorer farming areas
of Eastern Kentucky. The influence of industrialization was similarly
seen in Ford's (17) Appalachian survey which pictured conditions
and opinions in the mountain areas of the four states involved in the
present study. Evidence was produced that these areas are no longer
isolated in thinking and in educational values. Many organizational
differences in educational systems exist among states. Consequently,
no attempt has been made to generalize for the four-state area.

Sex Comparisons
Ford's (17) sarvey pointed out that earlier disparities in regard

to education of boys and girls are being erased in rural mountainous
areas even more than in urban localities. In a national survey of 14 to
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18 year olds reported by Douvan (10), it was shown that percentagesof high school boys expecting to attend college increased during highschool years. In another study of 14 to 18 year old girls, Douvan (12)reported that the percentage of girls expecting to attend collegediminished during the high school years.
Studies using the Kuder interest inventory have repeatedly con-firmed the sex differences which led its originators to provide separatenorms and profiles for boys and for girls. A study of tenth gradeOhio youth indicated that parents showed more agreement with re-spect to their daughter's top interest rather than their son's. Youth-parent agreement varied according to the sex of the youth and to theparticular field of interest (22).

In many of the occupational choice studies made, residence differ-ences have appeared for boys but not for girls (1, 2, 11, 13). Authorshave often attributed this phenomenon to the secondary importancegirls give to employment.

Level of Living
The relation between socioeconomic level and the hopes and effortsof young people toward their future life work has been a consistentobservation (3, 28). Larger percentages of high than of low socio-economic status youth have been found to continue their formal edu-cation in Pennsylvania (2), New Jersey (18), Washington (14),Indiana (8), and in Utah (7). In Kentucky socioeconomic status ofthe family was found to be particularly influential for boys (32). Intwo South Appalachian studies the general economic level of thewhole community in which the youth grew up was noted to be ofsignificance in their decisions regarding education (16, 33).

Residence
Although most studies of educational and occupational goals havepointed toward rural-urban differences, Haller (20) found no sig-nificant difference in the aspirations of farm and nonfarm rural boyswhen occupational opportunities other than farming were controlled.There is little question that farm boys planning to farm differ intheir value orientations from boys not planning to farm (20, 24, 36),They prefer rural living, outdoor work, work involving physical ac-tivity and the use of machinery, and worm involving little contactwith people.

Family Size
Family size has received little attention in studies related to choicesof academic subjects, college attendance, or occupational choice. Edlef-sen (14) reported that the only child expressed more certainty of
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entering college than did those having brothers and sisters. Nam and
Cowhig's (26) nation-wide study of factors related to college attend-
ance indicated a slight negative influence of family size on numbers
of youth actually reaching college who had planned to attend in the
fall of their senior year. Elder (15), reviewing data concerning
achievement orientations and career patterns of rural youth, noted
that the size of the family determines theoretical maximum financial
support for each cvold. Strauss' (36) invc Igation of personal charac-
teristic and functional needs in the choice farming as an occupation
noted that family size did not influence choice of farming.

Membership In Organizations
Membership in rural youth groups as a variable in studies of occu-

pational plans has occurred in relation to choice of farming. Kaldor
(24) found length (f 4-H Club membership was not greatly different
between boys planning to farm and other boys. As might be expected,
boys planning to farm were more frequently members of FFA. A
study concerning career choices among 4-H Cho members in Virginia
reported that members listed the local 4-H lea, and participation in
the 4-H Career Exploration as most helpful in learning about careers
(34).

Procedures
The Technical Committee for the regional project established the

procedures to be followed by all contributing states. A complete study
was carried out in each state, and later, data were pooled in order to
obtain a four-state analysis.

The sample of ninth and tenth graders was designed to include six
children from each state in each of 48 subgroups. There were 48
combinations of two sexes by two membership roles by three levels
of living by two residences by two family sizes (48= 2.3.2.2.2). The
six students were spread geographically over the statetwo from
each of three areas.2 The design ultimately called for a state sample
of 288 youth, their mothers and their fathers.

Student information sheets which served to classify youth as to
subgroup, were administered to the ninth and tenth grade students
of randomly selected schools. The public schools of each state which
were predominantly white, non-parochial, not located within corporate
limits of cities of 50,000 or more and had chapters of FFA, or FHA
or 4-H were visited in random order. Students who lived with both
parents at a rural residence were eligible for selection which was

The areas were delimited on the basis of soil and type of farming. Areas withinthe states usually took the names Eastern. Central, and Western areas.
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me 1 at random in randomly selected subgroups for each school
visited.3 The total sample included 285 cases in Kentucky, 281 in
North Carolina, 288 in Tennessee, and 285 in Virginia.

The selection of the sample, then measurement of youths' attitudes
toward an education, their educational and occupational plans, and
vocational preferences required three visits to each school. Question-
naires identical to those of the youth were administered by an inter-
viewer to mothers and father° in their homes. Parents were asked to
answer the questionnaires as they hoped their sons or daughters
answered them at school.

Data Analyses
Analyses of variance were employed to point out notable differences

among means on educational questionnaire scores and vocational
preference subscores for seven control variables. These variables
included: sex, boy or girl; membership, with a background of at least
one semester in FFA or FHA, or one year in 4-H Club against no
such background; level of living, interpreted as high, middle, or low
as measured by a level of living scale ;4 residence, interpreted as farm
or nonfarm ; family size, defined as 1-2 child family or 3 or more child
family; state, Kentucky, North Carolina, Tennessee, or Virginia; and
area, the three areas in each state as determined by soil type. The
three areas of each state would be said, in analysis of variance par-
lance, to be nested in the state classification and then both were
crossed with all of the other five variables.

In this study, data from a survey have been analyzed by analysis
of variance methods developed largely for handling data from experi-
ments. Our terminology (e.g. "control variables" and "effects") has
been colorea by the experimentalist and we must take care that our
interpretations do not suffer from a confusion of survey and experi-
ment. In the first place the sample was not representative of the
population of ninth and tenth graders in their proper proportions.
For example, children of small families and lower levels of living
were relatively scarce in the population but they were equally repre-
sented in the sample. In North Carolina, where the tally sheets used
in drawing the sample were examined, it was found that in the schools
visited there were as many as 532 boy nonmembers of middle level
of living nonfarm residents and from large farm families and as few
as 13 boy members of low lever of living nonfarm residences and
small family size in a partition. Our sample can be called "equi-
partitioned" ray .er than "representative."

*In North Csrolina, for example, 6,928 eligit students were contacted in the 61schools visited. Of this number, 8,557 were boys; ,,,827 were members; 1,899 were in low,8,509 in middle, and 1,615 were in hi^ !evel of living groups; 2,790 were living on farms:and 1,844 came from small size families.
4 An adaptation of the Cornell Level of Living Scale (9).
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Next, keeping in mini the equi-partitioned universe from which
our equi-partitioned sample was drawn, we chose to generalize to
only the four-state geographic "region." The state variable was
treated as fixed. The reader who wonders whether an effect might be
more widespread geographically would do well to see if it interacted
with the state variable and not expect its persistence if there were
an interaction (Tables 1, 2 and 3).

Readers when applying our findings in their work with youth would
not expect to manipulate the "control" variables of this study, but
rather, will manipulate their own actions in accord Avir the control
variable values of the youth with which they deal. For example, one
will not change residences but will take note of them. To say that
there was a "sex main effect" is simply a rather misleading way of
saying there was a difference between boys and girls (One should add
"in the equi-partitioned universe.").

Table 1. Significance Levels in Percents Where Null Hypotheses
Were Rejected Upon Testing 22 Effects on Each of
11 Youths' Scores*

C

O
Main Effects

Sex .05 .05 .05
Membership .05 .05
Level of Living .05
Residence 1.0 .05 1.0
Family Size 5.0
Interact;nn
Sex by Memb. .05
Sex by LOL
Sex by Res. 2.5 2.5
Sex by Fam. S.
Memb. by LOL
Memb. by Res. .50
Memb. by Fam. S.
LOL by Res.
LOL by Fam S.
Res. by Fam. S.

Blocking 7ffects
State .05 5.0
Area in State 2.5 5.0

Blocking Interactions
State by Sex 5.0 5.0
State by Memb. 2.5
State by LOL
State by Fom. S.
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.05

.50

5.0

5.0

.05

.05
1.0

.05

0.1

.05

5.0
5.0

2.5

1.0

1.0

.05

5.0

5.0

.05

5.0

.50

5.0

.05 .05
2.5

.50

2.5
2.5

2.5

5.0
2.5

Significance levels are shown as percents, for example, 5.0 = p < .05.
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Table 2. Significance Levels in Percents Where Null Hypotheses
Were Rejected Upon Testing 22 Effects on Each of
11 Fathers'-Minus-Youths' Scores*

Scale

u .....w : ut 0t 1. 2 2: u...,i C ; .
IV

V. I 0. 4 3 i
Ts
Y

Main Effects
Sex
Membership
Level of Living
Residence
Family Size

interactions

.05 .05 .05 .05 .05 2.5 .50

Sex by Memb. 1.0 2.5
Sex by LOL
Sex by Res. 5.0 2.5
Sex by Fam. S.
Memb. by LOL
Memb. by Res.
Memb. by Fam. S. 5.0
LOL by Res.
LOL by Fam. S.
Res. by Farm S.

Blocking Effects
State .05 .05 2.5
Area in State

Blocking Interactions
State by Sex 2.5 .05
State by Memb. 5.0
State by LOL 2.5 2.5
State by Res.
State by Rim. S.

See notation, bottom of Table 1.

1.0 .05 .05 .05

2.5 5.0

5.0

.05 .05 5.0 .05

1.0 5.0

.50

I

I

1

1

The shape of the distribution of deviations betweea observed edu-
cational questionnaire scores and the fitted subgroup means was a

1little flat in the center but still passably close to the bell-shaped normal
distribution. In no case, among the 33 variables analyzed, did the
higher-than-second-order pooled interaction mean square exceed to
any extent the within subgroup mean square. These two results gave
evidence that use of the F-tables was probably quite proper.

Every first order effect and all two-way interactions for each of the
six factors (area in state and state were considered as one factor)
were tested for each of the 33 analyses. This involved 22 x 33 = 726
tests and even with purely random data about 36 rejections at the
5 percent level would be found. Tables 1, 2, and 3 show considerably
more cases of rejection but it should be recognized that 10 or 20
could have occurred by chance.
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Table 3. Significance Levels in Percents Where Null Hypotheses
Were Rejected Upon Testing 22 Effects on Each of
11 Mothers'- Minus- Youths' Scores*

Scale

Ts
oOMB

8 a 7.1
MC

-
C

2 g_P ...uO vs
- n Effects

ex .05 .05 .05 .05 .05
Membership 2.5
Level of Living .50
Residence 5.0
Family Size

Interactions
Sex by Memb.
Sex by LOL
Sex by Res.
Sex by Fam. S.
Memb. by LOL
Memb. by Res. .10
Memb. by Fam. S.
LOL by Res.
LOL by Fam. S.
Res. by Fam. S.

Blocking Effects
State .50 .05 .05 .50
Area in State

Blocking Interactions
State by Sex 5.- .05 1.0
State by Memb. 5.0
State by LOL
State by Res.
State by Fam. S.

,O.-
01
02
9a.

v

4

t
2

:3

To0.-

I

OM

V)

0vs u
.50 .05 .05 .05

5.0

1.0
.50

.05

.05 .05

.50 .05 5.0
5.0

See notation, bottom of Table 1.

Contingency table chi-square values were used to signal significant
associations between vocational questionnaire items and sex, level of
living, family size, residence, and membership status. Data on these
items were analyzed separately for each state for boys and for girls
and for parents of boys and for parents of girls. The total number of
chi-square tables examined was 240. Only those associations reaching
a significant level in two or more stk. :s (a total of 23) were consid-
ered for description. While chi-square probably does a good job of
indicating differences in proportions responding to the items from
boys to girls, from members to nonmembers and so forth, it does not
take into account the stratification, in equi-partitioned style, of the
sample. In an example worked in detail it was found that the chi-
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square test did not detect a difference at the .01 level when a test
accounting for the stratified nature of the sample did show such a
relationship. This indicates that the chi-square test may be an overly
conservative procedure.

Educational Attitude Scores
The Hieronymous questionnaire, Attitude Toward Education, was

administered to the students, and later, each of their parents was
asked to respond to the statements as they hoped their youngster had
answered them. This scale was designed to test the student's opinion
as to the value of an education in general rather than on his attitude
toward the educational practices of the school which he was attending.
The scale was constructed by the method of summated ratings. Two
types of items were included, (1) a number of favorable and unfavor-
able statements about the value of an education, such as:

The most common way in which poor people raise their standard
of living is through education.
A. Strongly Agree B. Agree C. Undecided D. Disagree

E. Strongly Disagree
and; (2) a number of multiple choice items depicting student situa-
tions in life which reflected the value placed upon education, such as:

How much of the time do you enjoy being in school?

a) All the time
b) Most of the V-ne
c) Fairly often
d) Hardly ever
e) Never

Although the principal focus of this study was on differences in
score averagesdifferences associated with changes in the subgroup-
ings of the samplean appreciation of these differences can best be
gained by observing the overall level of the scores and their range of
variation. This base line information is provided in Table 4.

For the equi-partitioned sample the mean score 3n the educational
value scale was 181.7.5 This was an estimate of the mean of the equi-
partitioned population and had a standard error of estimate of .44
score points. Such a value suggested that had the entire eligible
school populations of all four states been measured, re-measured again
and again, and the resulting mean scores for each subgroup been
averaged, then the result would not be further away from 181.7 than
perhaps twice .44. We "know" the average to be in the range 181 and
183; if it is not then our sample is truly an unlikely one.

The standard deviation of 14.7 (see Table 4) indicates how much
one youth differed from the next when they were both in the same

'The mean for the equi-partitioned sample in North Carolina was 188.0. When each
partition WAS expanded by the reciprocal of its sampling fraction the estimated -nean in the
actual population was 182.7. The similarity of these two results show that h this case
a survey of the school population in North Carolina would have given a mean tiucational
score close to that for the equi-partitioned sample.
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Table 4. Educational Score Mean and Kuder Vocational Score
Means, Standard Errors of the Means and Score
Standard Deviations for Youth and Parent-Minus-
Youth Differences

Seale

Youth
St.

Mean ± S.E. Dev.

Father-Youth
St.

Mean ± S.E. Dev.

Mother-Youth
St.

Mean ± S.E. Dev.
Educational 181.7 ± .44 14.7 1.3 ± .60 20.4 3.5 A.- .62 20.9Outdoor 39.1 ± .35 11.7 3.3 ± .48 16.3 -2.9 ± .44 14.8Mechanical 32.6 ± .27 9.3 5.1 ± .42 14.2 -4.0 ± .26 8.8Computational 24.9 ± .20 6.7 2.9 ± .26 8.8 2.1 ± .39 13.1Scientific 37.5 ± .33 11.1 .5 ± .37 12.6 -2.4 .37 12.6Persuas vv .t?.vz ./ CJ I I ,J I g.Artistic 26.9 ± .26 8.8 -2.6 ± .28 9.6 - .3 ± .29 9.7Literary 18.8 ± .19 6.4 - .3 ± .24 8.0 .2 ± .23 7.8Musical 13.3 ± .18 6.1 -1.0 ± .22 7.4 .4 ± .20 6.8Soc. Service 44.7 ± .28 9.5 - .3 ± .39 13.2 2.6 ± .39 13.2Clerical 54.5 ± .33 11.3 -1.3 ± .44 14.9 4.4 ± .45 15.2

subgroup. Whatever be the mean for a subgroup (some value near181.7) about two-thirds of the youths' scores were within 14.7 points
of this mean and 95 percent of them were within twice 14.7 or 29.4
score points of the mean. For example, while boys' and girls' meansdiffered by 6 points it should be understood that a good many boyshad scores above a good many girls even though the mean for girlswas 6 points higher than the mean for boys.

Youths' educational questionnaire scores varied according to state,
sex, level of living, residence, and family size.° Girls' mean score washigher by 5.8 points than that of boys, nonfarm youths' score exceededthat of farm youth by 2.5 points, and the mean score of youth from
small family backgrounds was higher by 1.9 points than that of youth
from larger families. The level of living effect revealed higher scoresthan the mean among youth from high (by 2.8 points) and middle
(by .74 points) level of living backgrounds than among youth in thelow level of living group who scored 3.6 points lower than the average.

Parent-son score disparities contributed primarily to youth-parentscore differences on the educational questionnaire. Whereas boys'
educational mean score was lower by 4.5 points than their fathers'
score, girls' score was higher by 2.0 points than that of their fathers.
Girls' mean score approximated their mothers' score (a difference of
only .24 points), while boys' score was less than their mothers' scoreby 6.8 points.

Vocational Preference Scores
The Kuder Preference Record was designed to measure an indi-

vidual's occupational preferences in 10 broad areas. These areas in-
* No main effect by membership was noted but there was a state by membership inter-action. In all states except Virginia, members had slightly higher educational scores thannonmembers. In Virginia members averaged 4.9 points less than nonmembers.
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elude : Outdoor, Mechanical, Computational, Scientific, Persuasive,
Artistic, Literary, Musical, Social Service, and Clerical. The instru-
ment was developed upon the assumption that an individual's prefer-
ences indicate that he likes certain types of activities. Upon identifi-
cation of these preferences he can investigate the occupations that
involve these activities. The form consists of numerous activities set
up in groups of three. The youth were asked to indicate which of the
three activities they would most prefer, and secondly, which activity
they would prefer least. The parents were asked to select the activity
that they hoped their youngster most preferred, and then, the activity
they hoped that he least preferred.

The predominance of the sex effect is evident in the first row of
Tables 1, 2, and 3. This is no surprise with regard to vocational
preferences as revealed by the K..der and it may not be surprising
for educational values. At any rate Table 5 is offered in lieu of any
extended discussion at present of these sex differences. Roys exceeded
girls in preferring mechanical and outdoor pursuits, while girls pre-
ferred clerical and social service more than boys. Mothers and
fathers agreed with each other in opposing, if only in their hopes,
this sex difference exhibited by their children.

Although outdoor and mechanical interests were prime examples
of youth-mother and youth-father differences, clerical, social service
and scientific preferences were also involved. For example, boys
showed much more mechanical interest than girls (by 23.0 points).
Fathers of boys hoped their sons would be less interested in mechan-
ical by .7 of a point, while fathers of daughters hoped the reverse to
the extent of 10.9 points; the difference was between -.7 and +10.9
which is shown as -11.5 in Table 5 (Fathers of Boys-Fathers of
Girls)-(Boys-Girls). Also mothers of boys hoped their sons would
be less interested in mechanical by 9.1 points while mothers of girls

Table 5. Average Differences, Boys' Score Minus Girls' Score,
for 33 Variables

Youths' Scores
.er Minus
Youth

Mother Minus
Youth

Educational - 5.8 6.4 6.5
Outdoor 20.4* -12.3* -10.0*
Mechanical 23.0* -11.5* -10.2
Computational 3.0* - 3.1 - 2.1*
Scientific 10.5 - 5.9 - 3.8*
Persuasive 1.6 - 1.6 - 1.1f
Artistic - 3.2* 1.7 .8t
Literary - 3.1 1.4 1.4
Musical - 5.9* 2.7* 2.1*
Social Service -10.1* 7.2 6.4
Clerical -13.0 5.1* 4.7*

'I' Not a significant ..;ifference

A state-with-sex interaction is also present.
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hoped the reverse to the extent of 1.1 points; the difference shown
is 10.2.

The outdoor scores changed by membership status and residence
and were more apparent for boys than for girls. The means as seen
in Table 6 show the pattern and point to the relatively low position
of the nonfarm, nonmember boys on outdoor scores.

Table 6. Outdoor Score Means of Boys and Girls According to
Residence and Membership

Farm
Boys Girls

Nonfarm Farm Nonfarm
Members 53.3 50.8 29.4 28.2
Nonmembers 51.0 42.3 30,8 27.4

Membership and residence differences appeared on the mechanical
preference scores: a higher mean was found among farm youth (33.2)
than among nonfarm youth (31.9), and among members it was 33.7
while nonmembers had 314.

Membership again was a "statistically significan.;" factor in com-
putational preferences, where nonmembers' average score exceeded
that of members by 1.3 points. This was, however, a slight score
difference and was almost completely confined to the higher level of
living youth.

Scientific preference scores were associated with level of living
averaging 39.4 for high, 38.1 for middle, and 34.9 for low level of liv-
ing subpopulations. This relationship was seen to change more rapidly
between low and middle than between middle and high. The nonfarm
half of the sample had an average scientific prefereace score of 38.4
versus 36.6 for the farm half.

The persuasive scores were fairly uniform over the study sub-
populations. A sex difference was found among the nonfarm half;
40.3 for boys versus 36.9 for girls, but not very much among the farm
group; 38.4 for boys and 38.6 for girls.

The artistic scores followed residence and family size differences
as Table 7 shows. The youth from small, farm families had notably
lower scores on artistic preferences.

Table 7. Artistic Score Mean of Youth According to Residence
and Family Size

Family Size
Small Size Large Size

Farm 25.2 27.6
Nonfarm 27.6 27.2

Literary scores were much the same, except for the sex differences
already noted. Musical scores varied a bit by level of living from 13.8
to 13.2 to 12.7 from high to low levels of living. In North Carolina,
however, the middle level of living group had the highest average
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musical preference. On the social service subscale score, differences
were slight.

The clerical scores showed changes in level by membership and
level of living differences. The nonmembers scored an average of 55.3
against 53.8 for members. Along the level of living axis clerical score
averages rose from 53.3 to 54.2 to 56.1 while levels of living changed
from high to middle to low.

In Table 2 the effects signalled were so scattered that, other than
those sex differences previously mentioned, we chose not to discuss
them. In Table 3 the number of significant effects are, as in Table 2,
not worthy of too much attention but the extreme level of two mem-
bership-by-residence interactions led to the presentation of table 8
showing mother-minus-youth score averages.

Membership a ifferenras were not the same among farm as among
nonfarm youth. On clerical scores youth were closer to their mothers'
scores among farm members and nonfarm nonmembers and showed
differences (they were quite far below their mothers) among farm
nonmembers and nonfarm members. Just the reverse of this pattern
was found for girls on their outdoor scores ; the farm member and
nonfarm nonmember girls were further below their mothers' scores
for them. Only the mothers of nonfarm, nonmember boys came at all
close to the scores of their sons on outdoor preferences (Table 8).

Table 8. Mother Minus Youth Outdoor and Clerical Score
Averages According to Residence and Membership

Outdoor Clerical
Boys Girls (Youth Combined)

Form N. Form Form N. Farm Form N. Farm

Members 7.6 10.2 3.5 1.4 2.4 6.3
Nonmembers 9.6 4.3 1.2 2.2 5.7 3.3

Educational and Occupational Plans
The vo mtional questionnaire was constructed by the technical com-

mittee. Youth were asked their expectations or opinions in regard to:
(1) length of schooling, (2) plansnoncollege, college, (3) degree of
parental urging received to continue schooling, (4) degree of financial
helpschooling, (5) occupation desired, (6) occupation expected, (7)
parents' attitude toward plans, (8) parents' opinion of plans, and (9)
degree of financial helpoccupation. Parents of the youth were given
the same questionnaire and they were :.eked to respond according to
their expectations and opinions of their son's or daughter's future.

There was a remarkable similarity between boys and girls in their
reported plans for further schooling. This similarity can be seen in
Table 9. The general patternmost youth planning to finish high
school, half as many planning to finish college, with lesser numbers in
other categorieswas perhaps not surprising, but the point-to-point
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Table 9. Length of Schooling Expected by Boys and Girls by
Level of Living

Response to Length
of Schooling Item

Boys
Level of Living

High Mid. Low Total High

Girls
Level of Living

Mid. Low Total
This will be last year 0 2 4 6 1 1 2 4
Another year or two 4 6 4 14 0 2 6 8
Finish high school 61 110 144 315 49 112 138 299
Begin college 11 13 7 31 15 13 5 33
Graduate from college 91 47 23 161 97 49 27 173
Continue professional stuc. 26 14 4 44 26 15 8 49
Sums .93 192 186 571 188 192 186 566

correspondence between the sexes even within level of living groups
was noteworthy.?

The association between schooling plans and level of living can also
be seen in Table 9. The transition from finish-high-school plans to
graduate-from-college plans marked the high level of living sector
from the other two level of living groups. 1 he middle level of living
sector also had a different distribution of plans from the low but the
number of those planning to finish high school was not too distinct.

When those youth who did not plan to go to college were asked what
training they expected to get, the sex difference became pronounced
(see Table 10). This was due primarily to the military training option
chosen by the boys and additionally to their heavy choice of the "help
my father" response. The relatively few youth who said they planned
to go to work immediately is worth noting.8

Table 10. Noncollege Plans by Boys and Girls

Response to Item on Noncollege Plans Boys Girls
Take training course before working 58 168
Take apprentice or on-the-job training 23 19
Go to work immediately 19 30
Help my family at home (Girls) 9
Help my father in his occupation (Boys) 41
Marriage as soon as I leave school (Girls) 17
Do military service (Boys) 109
Undecided 102 97
Not applicable (planning college or non-response) 220 230
Sums 572 570

Youths' perceptions of their parents' urging to continue school were
related to level of living in a way that suggested that their percep-
tions were probably realistic. Most of the results in Tables 11 and 12
support this observation. Boys and girls were quite similar although
there was a suggestion (X2=24.6 on 4DF is very impressive) that
mothers of girls were seen more often as encouraging their daughters

I Remember, the sample is "equi-partitioned" and not "representative."
This also applies to the "equi-partitioned" rather than a "representative" sample.
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Table 11. Boys' and Girls' Perception of Fathers' Urging to Go
on to School by Level of Living

Response to Urging Item
Has strongly urged me

to continue
Has given me some

encouragement
Has never said much
Feels I should work after

high school
Feels I should quit

high school

Boys
Level of Living

High Mid. Low Total

Girls
Level of Living

High Mid. Low Total

115

40
30

4

3

74 48

68 60
39 55

10 21

1

237

168
124

35

104

59
24

1

73

53
54

8

49 226

61 173
56 134

19 28

0 4 0 1 0 1

Sums 192 192 184 568 188 189 185 562

Table 12. Boys' and Girls' Perception of Mothers' Urging to Go
on to School by Level of Living

Response to Urging Item High
Has strongly urged me

to continue 123
Has given me some

encouragement 33
Has never said much 19
Feels I should work after

high school 5
Feels I should quit

high school 11

Boys
Level of Living

Mid. Low Total

Sums 191

84

58
34

11

60 267

56 147
44 97

20 36

4 4 19
191 184 566

Girls
Level of Living

High Mid. Low Total

12i 99

52 58
14 28

1 6

75

60
29

20

295

170
71

27

0 0 1 1

188 191 185 564

than were mothers of boys by their sons. Paternal encouragement was
perceived about the same by sons and by daughters (X2=3.26 on 4DF).

In terms of financial help for schooling, boys expected to be helped
in slightly more cases than girls (X2=9.72 on 4DF) as can be seen
from the Total columns in Table 13. Again the fairly strong associa-
tion with level of living is apparent in expectations for financial help
with schooling.

Table 13. Financial Help for Schooling Expected by Boys and
Girls by Level of Living

Boys Girls
Response to Financial Level of Living Level of Living
Help Item High Mid. Low Total High Mid. Low Total
Willing to pay completely 94 63 44 201 83 59 35 177
Help a great deal 47 59 32 138 46 39 23 108
Able to give some help 47 63 82 192 55 78 88 221
Able to give no help 2 5 16 23 2 11 18 31
Would need help from me 3 2 9 14 2 3 16 21
Sums 193 192 183 568 188 190 180 558
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Table 14. Financial Help for Starting Occupation Expected by
Boys by Level of Living

Response to Financial
Help Item High

Boys
Level of Living

Mid. Low TotalWill give all of the help 7 4 7 18Most of the help 104 89 73 266Some of the help 14 19 13 46Very little help 47 37 47 131No financial help 20 41 43 104
Sums 192 190 183 565

As noted in Table 14, the most distinguishing items for boys interms of financial help for an occupation were "most of the help" and"no financial help." The middle and low level of living boys were verysimilar to one another while the high level of living boys were /lureoften found responding "most of the help."
Parents' expectations regarding their youths' educational and occu-pational plans were arranged in tables similar to Tables 9 through 14.These tables are not included here because of their similarity to thoseof the youth. Ideally we would like to pair the response of a child withhis or her parent, characterize the kind of agreement, and then lookat the association between agreement and our control variables. Withsuch results one could locate sectors where agreement was low andthus aid in spotting value disagreements between parents and youth.When this program of analysis was carried out on the item asking

for plans for further schooling, only sex and level of living showedstrong differences and Table 15 exhibits them. As one goes from youth
in the lower level of living to those in a higher level the disagreementwith parents increases. Generally, youth and their parents had higher
expectations of schooling when they were from a higher level of living
Table 15. Agreement and Direction of Disagreement between

Parents and Youth on Plans for Further Schooling by
Sex and Level of Living

Degree of Agreement

Boys
Level of Living

High Mid. Low Total High

Girls
Level of Living

Mid. Low Total
Fathers

Expectations greater
than those of youth 47 55 41 143 45 40 35 120Expectations in agreement
with those of youth 104 109 118 331 86 108 112 306Expectations less than
those of youth 35 26 24 85 53 38 33 124Mothers

Expectations greater
than those of youth 48 55 44 147 39 42 35 116Expectations in agreement
with those of youth 103 110 118 331 82 103 113 298Expectations less than
those of youth 35 26 22 83 62 42 32 136Sums 372 381 367 1120 367 373 360 1100
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Table 15. Agreement and Disagreement between Parents and
Youth on Noncollege Plans by Sex and Level of
Living

Boys
Level of Living

Degree of Agreement High Mid. Low Total High

Girls
Level of Living

Mid. Low Total
Fathers

Expectations in agreement
with those of youth 16 29 33 78 18 39 53 110

Expectations different from
those of youth 26 47 80 153 14 44 71 129

Mothers
Expectations in agreement

with those of youth 18 28 32 78 19 39 55 113
FxpPrtnti,,ne different from

those of youth 26 47 82 155 13 44 70 127
Sums 86 151 227 464 64 166 249 479

but they did not always agree on the exact amount. This reflected, in
part, the question wording which provided finely drawn distinctions
concerning college plans. It should remind us, however, that where
there are multiple alternatives, chances for disagreement increase.
Where disagreement occurred, parents of boys, especially in the middle
level of living, generally had higher expectations than their sons dis-
played. However, parents' educational expectations 'or their daugh-
ters, especially those in the high level of living group, most often were
less than those of their daughters.

Disagreement regarding noncollege plaas was likewise seen among
parents and youth not anticipating college attendance. More similarity
of noncollege plans was found among parents and daughters than
among parents and sons (Table 16). Parent-youth disagreement was
also more frequent among the low level of living group. This situation
complements the case discussed above with regard to disagreement on
plans for further schooling among the high level of living parents and
youth.

The variation in agreement on parental urging by level of living
can be seen in Table 17. Agreement between parents and youth was
more common the higher the level of living. Boys reported having re-
ceived more urging from their mothers than mothers reported having
given. The amount of urging girls indicated receiving was equally
above and below that reportedly given by their mothers. Fathers usu-
ally responded that they had given less urging than their sons and
daughters said that they had received from them.

The kinds of occupations that youth desired and expected did not
seem to vary greatly b ;r membership, residence, or family size. Only
among parents of girls did even level of living rise to an association
with occupation. The nature of this relationship can be seen in Table
18 and is exactly what one might expect with the greatest level of
living differences being located in preferences for the professional
and technical occupations.
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Table 17. Agreement and Direction of Disagreement between
Parents and Youth on Parents' Urging them to Get
Schooling by Sex and Level of Living

Degree of Agreement

Boys
Level of Living

High Mid. Low Total High

G .1s
Level of Living

Mid. Low Total
Fathers

More urging reported
than was perceived
by youth 24 32 45 101 25 51 42 118Agreement with youth
regarding urging
given and received 108 104 65 277 108 75 66 249Less urging reported
than was perceived
by youth 52 51 63 166 47 48 63 158Mothers

More urging reported
than was perceived
by youth 18 32 41 91 32 43 49 124Agreement with youth
regarding urging
given and received 112 98 72 282 110 95 73 278Less urging reported
than was perceived
by youth 53 55 60 168 38 40 51 129

Sums 367 372 346 1085 360 352 344 1056

Table 18. Occupations that Parents of Girls Preferred That
Their Daughters Follow by Level of Living

High
Fathers

Mid. Low High
Mothers

Mid. Low
Professional, Tech. 128 88 72 131 95 64Managers 1 6 1 0 4 1Clerical 35 55 59 36 57 63Sales 0 2 5 0 0 4Craftsmen 0 0 1 1 0 1Operatives 1 0 5 1 0 4Private Housework 0 0 0 0 0 1Service Work 8 24 28 10 25 31Laborers 2 0 0 0 0 0Homemakers 5 4 5 3 1 9
Sums 180 179 176 182 182 179
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Summary and
Conclusions

Rural ninth and tenth grade youth, approximately 288 from each of
four states located in the Southern Appalachian region, were selected
at random and tested as to certain of their attitudes toward an edu-
cation, their educational and vocational expectations, and their voca-
tional preferences. Both mothers and fathers of the youth were given
questionnaires similar to those of the youth and were instructed to
respond to them as they hoped their teenager had responded to them
at school. The objectives of the study were: (1) to describe similari-
ties and differences in educational goals of rural youth and of their
parents for them; and (2) to determine the relationships of the sim-
ilarities and differences in these goals to such factors as (a) geo-
graphic area; (b) state; (c) sex; (d) level of living ; (e) farm or
nonfarm residence; (f) family size; (g) membership in FFA, FHA,
or 4-H Club.

Youth were selected at random to represent an equi-partitioned uni-
verse characterized by the following criteria: (1) rural residence; (2)
enrollment in ninth and tenth grades of predominantly white county
school systems having chapters of Future Farmers of America and/or
Future Homemakers of America which were not located within the
corporate limits of cities with 50,000 or more population. It was
necessary that the selected youth be living with both parents.

As might be expected, the differences between boys and girls in
regard to vocational interests, educational attitudes, as well as the
degree of similarity to their parents' preferences for them, were
predominant. Girls' attitudes toward an education were more favorable
and were more similar to those their parents hoped they held Than
were boys' attitudes. The length of time that boys planned to stay in
school, however, was markedly similar to girls' plans. This finding
was unexpected in view of tl.e differences that appeared between boys'
and girls' evaluations of an education. It may, however, be related to
the fact that boys mcre frequently than girls expected to receive
complete or a great deal of financial help for schooling from their
parents. It appears that there is a "double standard" in the require-
ments for education. Girls believe in the value of an educationfor
their brothers and some-day spouses.

Girls and boys reported considerably more "strong urging" to con-
tinue their education from their mothers than from their fathers.
Burchinal (5) similarly observed that among rural tenth and twelfth
grade boys in Iowa, boys talked over occupational plans with their
mothers more frequently than with their fathers. In the present study,
girls more often reported receiving encouragement from mothers
than did boys. This stronger or more frequent maternal urging was
probably responsible, in part at least, for girls' attitudes toward the
value of an education.
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Boys revealed a greater preference than girls for outdoor, mechan-
ical, computational, scientific, and persuasive type activities. Girls,
on the other hand, exhibited higher artistic, literary, social service,
musical, and clerical interests than boys. Youth had greater sex role
oriented vocational interests than their parents did for them, particu-
larly than those of the parent of the opposite sex. Girls had higher
interest than parents desired in fema:e oriented activities such as
artistic, literary, musical, and social service activities and less interest
in such male related activities as outdoor, mechanical, scientific, and
persuasive areas. Boys had higher outdoor, mechanical, and scientific
interests and lower computational, literary, social service, musical,
and literary interests than mothers and fathers preferred. Parent
responses to the vocational preference test were elicited under in-
structions to answer as the parent hoped his or her son or daughter
felt. It would seem likely that many of the parents' own preferences
were reflected since youths' vocational interests were more similar to
the responses of the parent of the same sex.

No differences between members and nonmembers of FFA, FHA, or
4-H Clubs were found in regard to attitudes toward the value of an
education, nor with regard to educational or vocational plans. Does
this finding imply that affiliation with such organizations has no effects
on educational values nor plans? Not when this lack of difference is
seen in conjunction with the fact that membership status was asso-
ciated with certain vocational interests. Members' interest was higher
than nonmembers' interest in mechanical and outdoor type activities
and lower in clerical, computational, and literary type activities .° Thus
the interests of members were already in areas which tradit;onally re-
quire lesser amounts of schooling. Their educational v. .aes and their
plans for further study, however, were not noticeably less than those
of nonmembers. Other membership-related differences were in the
nature of interactions. The outdoor scores appeared to be in accord
with the rural instincts which resonate among nonfarm, ik.ember boys
but which were surprisingly restrained among girlseven the farm
girls who were members. Fairly high outdoor scores were also found
among the farm boys who were nonmembers. The nonfarm, nonmem-
ber boys had relatively low outdoor scores.

A greater value was placed upon an education by youth from a high
or middle level of living background rather than those from a low
level of living background. Youths' educational expectations increased
in relation to level of living background; a college diploma was en-
visioned almost twice as frequently by boys and girls from a high
level of living background as among middle level of living youth, and
four times as frequently as among youth from a low level of living
background. Youth from a high level of living background reported

*The findings reported here reinforce those of a similar study in North Carolina by
Price (29). She found that except in the mechanical and social service areas, no signifi-cant differences were observable in the vocational preferences of members and non-members of Fut-are Homemakers of America or in their attitudes toward the value of aneducation. Members had greater vocational interest in mechanical and social service areasthan nonmembers.
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having received more parental urging to continue their education thandid other youth which could have accounted, in part, for their higherexpectations and more favorable attitudes toward an education. Thoseresults were not unexpected but their magnitude was still impressive.A "lack of finances" has been found to be a frequent answer givenby rural youth when asked why they did not attend college. Christian-sen (7) has noted that despite the lack of relationship between re-ported family income and college plans, a relationship existed betweenrural youths' perception of their families' relative economic positionand their plans for college. A perception of "above average" familyincome was associated with college plans. In the present study theamount of financial help for schooling that boys and girls expected toreceive was seen to increase according to level of living background.The majority of all youth expected some financial help from theirfamily. Sharp differences were noted, however, between the threelevel of living groups with respect to complete help, a great deal ofhelp, and some help expected. Boys and girls from the high level ofliving group most frequently expected complete help whereas youthfrom middle and low level of living backgrounds usually expectedsome help. Youth from middle anti particularly low level of livingbackgrounds when reporting lack of college plans may have beenrealistically appraising the financial resources that would be availableto them.
The state of agreement between parents' and youths' expectationsfor further schooling was not too encouraging. About 57 percent ofthe parent-youth cases were in agreement. The direction of the dis-agreement varied and disagreement between youth and parents wasmore pronounced the higher the level of living. Sectors of frequentdisagreement were higher level of living girls and their mothers, withgirls reporting considerably greater educational expectations thantheir mothers reported. Youth-parent disagreement regarding non-college plans was more frequent among low level of living families.Youth from high and middle level of living backgrounds displayedmore scientific and musical interest than youth from the low level ofliving group. This scientific interest is explainable in that certaincultural advantages, generally more prevalent among upper and middlelevel of living groups, are known to stimulate an interest in discoveringnew facts and solving problems. Likewise, there may be greater

emphasis and resources expended on musical interests among higherlevel of living fb.snilies.
Residence, whether farm or nonfarm, was seldom associated with

similarities or differences between rural youths' educational attitudesand plans, their vocational interests, and those that their parents
hoped they held. Differences in the value youth placed upon an edu-
cation according to residence were evident. Nonfarm youth placed ahigher value on an education than did farm youth. That this residence
difference was virtually absent among girls substantiates other studies
in which residence differences have occurred for boys but not for girls
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(1, 2, 11, 13). This occurrence has been explained as being related tothe secondary importance girls attach to employment.
Farm and nonfarm residence were associated with differences invocational interests. As was the case with educational attitudes, theresidence differential was not always present for girls. Artistic-related activities held less interest for farm youth than for nonfarmyouth. Little association with art as a medium or as a profession onthe part of most farm youth could account for farm-nonfarm differ-ences. A preference for scientific activities was significantly loweramong farm than among nonfarm youth. This observation would seemto support similar studies which have shown less inquisitivenessamong farm youth than among nonfarm youth.
The degree of similarity between rural youths' educational andvocational plans and their parents' preferences for them showed norelationship to size of family. A small-family background, that is, twoor fewer children, was associated with youths' more favorable atti-tudes toward the value of an education. Parents with several childrenare doubtless aware of the crucial apportionment of family resourcesfor schooling and consequently are more likely to communicate toyouth less anxiety about their education than other parents. It issurprising, however, that this did not show up in differing educationalplans.
The artistic interest exhibited by rural youth from families withthree or more children was significantly greater than that shown byyouth from smaller families. This difference, however, was confinedto the farm group. Differences seen here may be accountable in thatleisure time for the development of creative interests is more availablein larger farm families in which there are a number of family mem-bers to share the farm responsibilities.
Data from this study lend support to the current concern over theeconomically deprived in that it appears that many of rural youths'educational and occupational expectations and those their parents holdfor them are closely related to the family's level of living status.
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Appendix A
INSTRUMENTS

Three questionnaires were administered to the youth and to their
mothers and to their fathers. Parents, interviewed after the youth,
were given questionnaires corresponding to those given their teen-
agers and were asked to answer them as they hoped their sons or
daughters answered them at school. The schedules used in the study
included: the Hieronymous questionnaire, Attitudes Toward Educr
tion (21) ; a vocational questionnaire developed for the study by the
Technical Committee; and the Kuder Preference Record, Vocational
Form (25).

The Attitudes Toward Education scale elicited information about
attitudes and opinions regarding the value of an education as well as
a consideration of situations in life which reflected the value placed
on education. The vocational questionnaire concerned expectations with
respect to educational and vocational plans beyond high school and
anticipated financial help with these plans. The Kuder Preference
Record was designed to measure ten areas of vocational interest; out-
door, mechanical, scientific, persuasive, artistic, computational, literary,
musical, social service, and clerical.

Parents also completed an information sheet relating to such data
as: number of years of school attended, subject matter studied, past
and present occupations.

The education of parents of the students represented a grade
range of 0-19 years of schooling. In each state a median grade range
of 8-10 was observed for both fathers and mothers of boys and of
girls.

Appendix B
The following questionnaire is an example of the type administered

to boys and to their parents. Changes occurring on the girls' ques-
tionnaire are noted. Parents of boys questionnaire was identical to
that of boys and parents of girls questionnaire duplicated that of the
girls. Parents were asked, for example, "How far do you expect your
son (daughter) to go in school?"

STUDENT VOCATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE FOR BOYS

INSTRUCTIONS: Read each question carefully. Then answer it according to the
ins ructions given with the question itself.

1. How for do you expect to go in school? (check one)
This will probably be my lost year

_ ___ Another year or two
__ i intend to finish high school

I expect to start to college but probably won't finish
____ _ I expect to graduate from a four year college
_____ I expect to continue professional study after college graduation
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2. How many years do you expect to take courses in these subject in high
school?

Agriculture
Biology
Chemistry and physics
Commercial course (such as

typing or bookkeeping)
English
Foreign language
Home economics
Industrial training
Mathematics
Social science (such as

history, government,
economics)

How many more
years will
you take?

Check the ones you
consider to be
important for your
future

PLANS BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL

3. If you are not planning to attend college, what are your plans? Check the
statement below that best fits your plans.

Take training courses before working (such as, trades school, busi-
ness college, evening vocational classes at high school, corre-
spondence courses)

Take apprentice or on the job training for skilled labor work
Go to work immediately, without further job training
Help riy father in his occupation, farm, or business
Get the military service requirement out of the way before further

planning
Undecided

(Girls)
If you are not planning to attend college, what are your plans? Check the
statement below that best fits your plans.

_ Take training courses before working (such as beauty school, busi-
ness college, practical nursing school, evening vocational classes
at high school, correspondence courses)

Take apprentice or on the job training, such as for nursing aide,
receptionist, etc.

Go to work immediately without further job training
Marriage as soon as I leave school

_ Help my family at home
Undecided

4. If you are planning to attend college, answer these questions:

a. What college will you attend?
(name of college)

b. What courses of study do you plan to follow in college?
Agriculture
Commerce
Dentistry
Education
Engineering
Fine Arts
Home Economics_ Low

Liberal Arts (social science,
language, etc.)

Nursing
Pharmacy
Physical or Biological Science
Pre-Medicine
Religion
Veterinary Medicine
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c. If you plan to enroll in agriculture, which area Interests you most?
Agriculture Education
Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Engineering
Agronomy
Animal and Poultry Science
Dairy Processing
Food Technology
General Agriculture
Horticulture
Entomology and Plant Pathology
Landscape Architecture
Rural Sociology
Forestry
Veterinary Medicine

(Girls)
If you plan to enroll in Home Economics, which area interests you most?
(check one)

Child development and family relations
Clothing and textiles
General home economics
Home economics education

_ Foods and nutrition
Interior decoration and design
Home management and housing

5. As to continuing my education beyond high school, my father:- has strongly urged me to continue
has given me some encouragement to continue
has never said much about it
feels that I would be better off going to work after high school
feels that I should quit high school and go to work

6. As to continuing my education beyond high school, my mother:
has strongly urged me to continue

- has given me some encouragement to continue
has never said much about it

_ feels that I would be better off going to work after high school
feels that I should quit high school and go to work

7. As to any further help from my folks in getting a start or in continuing
schooling after high school, my parents would be:

willing to pay my way completel;
financially able to help me a great deal
financially able to give me some help
financially able to give me no help
would need financial support from me if I went to college

8. The occupations I would most like are:
1.

2.
3. 4

9. What do you actually expect you will be doing as a lifetime kind of work?
(Be specific as to what occupation you actually plan to follow.)

10. What do your parents think of your present occupational plans?
(check one)_ Think I am shooting too high
_ Think it's a good occupation and I have a chance of making it
_ Think I should be trying for something different

They say it's entirely up to me to get what I want_ I have never discussed it with them
(Girls)
My father's opinion is that:

girls should expect to marry rather than prepare for a career
a girl needs little preparation for an occupation because she will

work, at most, only a few years before marrying
a girl today should be prepared for both a career and marriage
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marriage and homemaking are not a full time occupation for women
except when the children are small

a girl needs preparation for a career, but not for marriage
My mother's opinion is that:

girls should expect to marry rather than prepare for a career
a girl needs little preparation for an occupation because she will

work, at most, only a few years before marrying
a girl today should be prepared for both a career and marriage
marriage and homemaking are not a full time occupation for women

except when the children are small
a girl needs preparation for a career, but not for marriage11. In getting a start in the occupation I have chosen, my parents:
will give me all the financial help I need
will give me most of the financial help I need
will give me some of the financial help I need

_ will give me very little financial help_ will give me no financial help at all
12. Two lists of occupations follow. One lists occupations in agriculture andone lists occupations in other areas. For each list, indicate your three

choices as preferred occupations and your familiarity with each of thenine occupations.

Check the three occupa-
tions you most prefer

OTHER AREAS

Check how familiar you are with the
work involved in this occupation.

I I I
know a lot know SOME know very
about it thing about it little about it

Research worker or chemist
Foreman, construction
'Construction worker
High school teacher
Weekly newspaper editor
College professor
Real estate salesman

or insurance salesman
Construction contractor
Manager of a factory

Check the three you
most prefer

OCCUPATIONS IN AGRICULTURE

Check how much you know about the work
involved in this occupation

A Lot Something Little
County extension agent
Manager of a large (dairy

plant, feed mill, etc.)
Farm renter and operator
College professor
Form owner and operator
High school teacher
Manager of form implement store
Farm laborer
Research scientist
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(Girls)

Check the three you
prefer

OTHER AREAS

Check how much you know about the
work involved in this occupation

A Lot Something Little
_ College professor

Research worker (chemist, etc.)
High school teacher
Weekly newspaper editor
Buyer for department of

a larger store
Real estate ,r insurance

saleswoman
Owner, manager apartments
Office manager
Factory worker

OCCUPATIONS IN HOME ECONOMICS

Check the three you Check how much you know about the
prefer work involved in this occupation

A Lot Something Little
College professor
Research scientist
County home demonstra-

tion agent
High school teacher
Dietitian in hospital, or

home ec. advertising or
designer clothing factory

Manager large hotel,
nursery, restaurant,

clothing store
Owner, operator, restaurant,

nursery school,
clothing. store

Manner and worker small
clothing, furnishings
store, restaurant, nursery
school or dressmaker

Worker in clothing, foods,
furniture factory or a
cook or waitress
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